We investigate the effectiveness of both the standard evaluation measures and the opinion component for topical opinion retrieval. We analyze how relevance is affected by opinions by perturbing relevance ranking by the outcomes of opiniononly classifiers built by Monte Carlo sampling. Topical opinion rankings are obtained by either re-ranking or filtering the documents of a first-pass retrieval of topic relevance. The proposed approach establishes the correlation between the accuracy and the precision of the classifier and the performance of the topical opinion retrieval. Among other results, it is possible to assess the effectiveness of the opinion component by comparing the effectiveness of the relevance baseline with the topical opinion ranking.
INTRODUCTION
Opinion mining aims to classify sentences or documents by polarity of opinions. The application of opinion mining to IR (named Topical Opinion Retrieval) deals with ranking documents according to both topic relevance and opinion content. Topical Opinion Retrieval goes back to the novelty track of TREC 2003 [11] and the Blog tracks of TREC [7, 4, 8] .However, there is not yet a comprehensive study of the interaction and the correlation between relevance and sentiment assessments. For example, the best runs based on the best official topic relevance baseline (baseline4) in the blog track of TREC 2008 (short topics 1001-1050) [8] achieve the MAPR value equal to 0.4724, that drops to the MAP O|R of opinion equal to 0.4189, and to MAP equal to 0.1566 and 0.1329 for the polarity tasks (positive and negative opinionated rankings respectively). Performance degradation is intuitively expected because any variable which is additional to relevance, for example opinion, deteriorates system performance.
There is no way to separate and evaluate the effective- ness of the opinion detection component, or to determine whether and to which extent the relevance and opinion detection components are influenced by each other. It seems evident that an evaluation methodology or at least some benchmarks are needed to assess how much effective the opinion component is. At the moment, the only way to assess MAP O|R after opinionated re-ranking is to compare the increment of MAP O|R with respect to the relevance baseline, that is to assume the relevance baseline as a random ranking of opinionated documents about a given topic. Continuing with the same example, the MAP O|R of the relevance baseline is 0.3822, so that the actual MAP O|R increment is 9.6% after opinion re-ranking. Changing baselines and thus initial MAPR, one would have different increment rates even if the same polarity or opinion mining and re-ranking techniques were used. It is also a matter of fact that opinion MAP O|R seems to be highly dependent on the initial relevance MAPR of the first-pass retrieval [7, 4, 8] . To exemplify: how effective is the performance value of opinion MAP O|R 0.4189 when we start from an initial relevance MAPR of 0.4724? What would be the MAP O|R and P@10 O|R by filtering documents as in a binary classification approach, and what would be the accuracy of such opinion classifier?
In conclusion, can absolute values of MAP be used to compare different tasks, such as topical opinion and the ad hoc retrieval, and to compare and assess the state of the art of different techniques on opinion finding? At this aim, we introduce a completely novel methodological framework to: -provide best achievable topical opinion MAP O|R , for a given relevance document ranking MAPR; -predict the performance of topical opinion retrieval given the performance of topic retrieval and opinion classification; -reciprocally, assess the opinion detection component accuracy from the overall topical opinion retrieval performance; -study the robustness of standard evaluation measures (MAP, P@10 etc,) for opinion retrieval; -study best re-ranking or filtering strategies on top of opinion classifiers independently from the adopted ad hoc relevance model. This paper focuses on a few of these issues.
METHODOLOGY
In the first step all documents that are relevant to the test queries R = ∪q∈QR(q) are pooled. From the subset O = ∪qO(q) ∈ R of opinionated and relevant documents one obtains the conditional probability of occurrence of opin- ions with respect to relevance, P (O|R). Assuming that each document has an unknown topic as a hidden variable, O is a sample of opinionated documents of the whole collection, and the prior for opinionated but not relevant documents, i.e. P (O|R), is provided by P (O|R) (i.e. it is de facto postulated the independence between relevance and opinion content). The second step consists in constructing a Monte Carlo sampling of opinionated documents from test data, and in obtaining thus opinion-only classifiers with different accuracy k. The MAP O|R is averaged on rankings built with all classifiers with the same accuracy k. The relevance rankings are modified according to:
• filtering, that is not opinionated documents are removed from the relevance baseline;
• re-ranking, that is opinionated documents receive a "reward" in their relevance ranking.
Topical opinion retrieval by Monte Carlo sampling is easily conducted with the filtering approach. Re-ranking approach requires the combination of two different scores, related to content and to opinion (e.g. [2, 9] ). Opinion scores can be easily obtained with a lexicon-based approach [5, 10, 6, 3, 1] . The official relevance baselines and the topical opinion scores are provided by the blog TREC, while the opinion scores are not available, so that we use the lexiconbased scores and the re-ranking methodology that can be found in [1] . This lexicon-based approach has a good performance and achieves the MAP O|R of 0.4006 with respect the same baseline (baseline4 of the blog TREC 2008). Monte Carlo sampling consists in assigning the lexicon-based score to opinionated documents and a null score to non opinionated ones, assuming an accuracy 0 ≤ k ≤ 1 of the classifier.
CONCLUSIONS
To improve M AP O|R with respect to its baseline requires a high accuracy of the opinion-only classifiers (at least around 80% with the filtering approach and 70% with the re-ranking technique of [1] as shown in Figures 1 and 2) . However, smaller accuracy even close to that of the relevance baseline improves P@10 more easily than for MAP. The best value of M AP O|R with the filtering approach achieves an empirical value around the M APR of the relevance baseline. There is almost a linear correlation between the M AP O|R and the ac- based on the re-ranking approach must have an opinion-only classifier accuracy greater than or equal to 78%, while using the lexicon-based classifier of [1] an accuracy of 74%.
Within this evaluation framework we can now compare performances of different opinion mining techniques, investigate how relevance and opinion are influenced by each other, and assess effectiveness of re-ranking strategies.
